Career Development Award Application Toolkit

1. K Writer’s Workshop 10/09/15
   PowerPoint Slides
   Specific Comments on Resources Available to Applicant
   - Candidate’s Statement
   - Mentor Statement
   - Institutional Sponsorship
   - Research Plan

2. NIH Career Development Award Program Announcements
   General Site linked to all K Award PA’s:
   https://researchtraining.nih.gov/programs/career-development
   - KO1 (Parent KO1): PA-14-044
   - KO2 (Parent KO2): PA-14-045
   - KO7 (NCI KO7): PAR-15-033
   - KO8 (Parent KO8): PA-14-046
   - K23 (Parent K23): PA-14-049
   - K24 (Parent K24): PA-14-047
   - K25 (Parent K25): PA-14-048

3. Instructions for Applicants: SF424 (R&R) Application Guide including Supplemental Instructions to the SF424 (R&R) for Preparing an Individual Research Career Development Award (CDA) Application (“K Series”).

4. Current K Awards at UF

5. Library of K Award Grant Applications at UF and NIH Review Summary Statements.
   Contact: Christiaan Leeuwenburgh, PhD
   K College Director
   cleeuwen@ufl.edu

   K Award opportunities* to check-out copies
   - K01
   - K08
   - K23
   - K25
   - K99/ROO

   *These applications are provided with permission of applicant and should be considered privileged/confidential materials and should not be distributed or copied.
6. Resources

CTSI Facilities and Resources (36)
UF Colleges (16)
Other Facilities and Resources Affiliated with UF (60)

7. Plan for Instruction in Responsible Conduct of Research

8. Recruitment and Retention Plan to Enhance Diversity

9. Sample Institutional Commitment Sections

10. Follow-up and Tracking of Federally-Funded Training/Career Development Appointees